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Emirates SkyCargo operates vaccine charter to BH Airport,
Brazil
Over 1.8 million doses of vaccines transported in a single flight

Dubai, UAE, 15 August 2018- Emirates SkyCargo has transported over 25 tonnes of vaccines from Milan
to BH airport, Bello Horizonte in Brazil on its Boeing 777 freighter aircraft. This is the largest shipment of
vaccines that the air cargo carrier has transported on a single flight and it is also the first time that BH
Airport has received such a large shipment of vaccines. 

Given the extreme sensitivity of the vaccines to temperature fluctuations, the entire shipment, equivalent to
about 1.8 million doses, had to be transported in specialised containers to maintain a constant temperature
of 5 degrees C. A total of 36 Envirotainer containers - 35 RAP e2 and 1 RKNe1 containers - were loaded on
the freighter at Milan, one of the designated airports in Emirates SkyCargo’s pharma corridor programme,
which aims to provide supplementary protection for pharma product integrity during air transport.

On arrival at BH Airport, the vaccines were removed from the containers and transported to the temperature
controlled storage areas of the airport.

“Emirates SkyCargo is a global leader in the air transport of temperature sensitive pharmaceuticals and our
commitment to transport lifesaving medications securely is backed by our infrastructure including modern
aircraft as well as our GDP compliant processes and our trained staff,” said Hiran Perera, Emirates Senior
Vice President, Cargo Planning & Freighters. “We planned every detail of this charter very carefully with our
partners from mid-July to ensure that the vaccines would be delivered carefully to Belo Horizonte airport,” he
added.

"Negotiations for the arrival of this shipment included the visit of technical professionals who checked the
storage conditions of our chambers considered to be the latest generation," said Peter Robbe, Belo
Horizonte Airport Cargo manager. “To take advantage of the potential of the cargo logistics area of the
Airport, BH Airport has invested in a new configuration of the Cargo Terminal and has installed two new
refrigerated chambers to triple cool chain storage capacity to 3,350 m³,” he commented.
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On an average, Emirates SkyCargo transports about 80,000 pharma shipments every year, varying in size
from small clinical trial shipments to pharma charters on freighter aircraft, across its network of over 160
destinations. Emirates Pharma is the carrier’s comprehensive range of temperature controlled transport
services for temperature sensitive pharmaceutical products. In addition to a modern fleet of widebody
aircraft, Emirates SkyCargo has also invested in developing specialised equipment including the Emirates
Pharma Cool Dollies and the White Cover thermal blankets, developed in collaboration with DuPont, for the
protection of pharmaceutical cargo.

About Emirates SkyCargo

Emirates SkyCargo is the freight division of Emirates and the world’s largest international cargo airline
measured by Freight Tonne Kilometres (FTKMs). The air cargo carrier operates a fleet of 270 all widebody
aircraft including 14 freighters- 13 Boeing 777-Fs and one B747F.

About BH Airport

BH Airport, Belo Horizonte International Airport's concessionaire, is a Special Purpose Entity (SPE) formed
by CCR Group, one of the main infrastructure concession companies in South America; Zurich Airport, the
operator of Zurich Airport, as well as Infraero, a state owned company with more than 40 years of
experience in the management of airports in Brazil, owning a 49% stake.
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Emirates SkyCargo Increases Operations in Istanbul with New Daily Flights to Sabiha Gökçen

Emirates SkyCargo Ships 35,000 Tonnes of Cool Chain Products Through its New Hub in Dubai

Emirates SkyCargo opens up a new trade lane to South America
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About Emirates SkyCargo
Our Media centre contains all of our business updates, including the latest press releases and articles and our
contact details.

Emirates SkyCargo is the largest international airline cargo operator in the world. With an unrivalled route network,
we connect cargo customers to over 160 cities across six continents and operate in many of the world’s fastest
developing markets. Our cargo hold capacity comprises Emirates’ fleet of over 265 aircraft, including 14 freighters –
13 Boeing 777-Fs and one B747F.

Emirates SkyCargo operates state-of-the-art cargo facilities at its dual hub locations in Dubai International Airport
(DXB) and Dubai World Central (DWC) with cargo being moved 24/7 by truck between the two airports via a bonded
virtual corridor.

Emirates SkyCargo has developed transportation solutions for specific verticals including pharmaceuticals and
perishables. More details at www.skycargo.com

Visit www.emiratescargohub.com for the latest news and insights from the global air cargo and logistics industries.

Annual reports

You can download the latest annual report or read our previous reports for detailed information on our
commercial results and strategies.

Media contacts

Please email us if you want to get in touch with our media team. If you’re a customer and you have a
general question about our services or would like some help, please get in touch via the contact us page
below.
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